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Abstract
We confirm the long-standing prediction that c “ e « 2.718 is the threshold for the emergence
of a non-vanishing absolutely continuous part (extended states) at zero in the limiting spectrum
of the Erdo˝s-Renyi random graph with average degree c. This is achieved by a detailed second-
order analysis of the resolvent pA´ zq´1 near the singular point z “ 0, where A is the adjacency
operator of the Poisson-Galton-Watson tree with mean offspring c. More generally, our method
applies to arbitrary unimodular Galton-Watson trees, yielding explicit criteria for the presence
or absence of extended states at zero in the limiting spectral measure of a variety of random
graph models, in terms of the underlying degree distribution.
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Figure 1: Logarithmic plots of the adjacency spectrum of an Erdo˝s-Renyi random graph of size
n “ 10000 and average degree c “ 2 (left) or c “ 3 (right). The presence or absence of an absolutely
continuous part at zero in the nÑ8 limit is already manifest on these finitary plots.
1. Introduction
This paper deals with the general question of existence of a non-trivial absolutely continuous part
at zero in the adjacency spectrum of unimodular Galton-Watson trees. To motivate our work, let
us first briefly describe its implications for the Erdo˝s-Renyi random graph.
1.1. The Bauer-Golinelli prediction
Let Gn be an Erdo˝s-Renyi random graph with size n and density p P p0, 1q. Its adjacency matrix
An is a random symmetric n ˆ n matrix with zero entries along the diagonal and independent
Bernoullippq entries above the diagonal. The associated empirical eigenvalue distribution is
µGn :“ 1n
nÿ
k“1
δλk , (1.1)
where λ1 ě . . . ě λn are the eigenvalues of An. When nÑ8 while p is kept fixed, a celebrated result
of Wigner [Wig96] asserts that a suitably rescaled version of µGn converges weakly in probability
to the semi-circle law. This remains true if p “ pn tends to 0 as nÑ 8, as long as npn Ñ 8 (see,
e.g. [TVW13]). The situation changes significantly, however, when instead,
npn ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 c P p0,8q. (1.2)
In this sparse regime, the semi-circle law gives place to a non-explicit, densely-discontinuous measure
µc, discovered in [Zak06, KSV04] and later identified in [BL10] as the expected spectral measure
of the Poisson-Galton-Watson tree with mean offspring c (see below). The latter has attracted a
considerable attention [BLS11, BSV17, Sal15, EM16, JL17], as it captures the asymptotics of many
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properties of Gn. One emblematic example is the nullity dim kerpAnq, which is known to satisfy
1
n
dim kerpAnq PÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 µcpt0uq. (1.3)
In a remarkable work [BG01a], physicists Bauer and Golinelli used the so-called replica-symmetric
ansatz to predict the following intriguing formula for the limit in (1.3).
Conjecture 1 (Atomic mass at zero) — For any c P p0,8q,
µcpt0uq “ qpcq ` e´cqpcq ` cqpcqe´cqpcq ´ 1, (1.4)
where qpcq denotes the smallest point q P p0, 1q satisfying the fixed-point equation
q “ e´ce´cq . (1.5)
A quick analysis of (1.5) – or an even quicker look at Figure 2 – reveals that the right-hand side
of (1.4) undergoes a rupture of analyticity as c reaches the value e « 2.718. Bauer and Golinelli
proposed an interpretation of this anomaly as a phase transition in the asymptotic structure of the
kernel of An. Guided by numerical simulations, they further predicted the point c “ e to be the
threshold for the emergence of a continuous part at zero in the limiting measure µc [BG01a, BG01b].
To be more precise, we will say that a measure µ has no extended states at a location E P R if
µ prE ´ ε, E ` εsq ´ µ ptEuq
ε
ÝÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0` 0, (1.6)
and has extended states at E otherwise. This terminology is borrowed from the theory of random
Schro¨dinger operators (see, e.g., [ASW06] for a recent treatment).
Conjecture 2 (Emergence of extended states at zero) — The following phase transition occurs:
1. If c ă e, then µc has no extended states at 0.
2. If c ą e, then µc has extended states at 0.
Conjecture 1 was established almost a decade ago [BLS11] by a detailed first-order analysis of
the random operator pA ´ zq´1 near the singular point z “ 0, where A is the adjacency operator
of the Poisson-Galton-Watson tree with mean offspring c. To the best of our knowledge however,
Conjecture 2 – reiterated in [BLS11] – had so far remained open. In the present work, we establish
this long-predicted phase transition, illustrated on Figure 1. This is achieved by investigating the
second-order behavior of the random operator pA ´ zq´1 near z “ 0. As already mentioned, our
result is not limited to the Erdo˝s-Renyi model: we provide general, explicit criteria for the presence
or absence of extended states at zero in the limiting spectral measure of any graph sequence whose
local weak limit is a unimodular Galton-Watson tree, as defined next.
1.2. General framework
The purpose of this section is to introduce our main objects of study, namely spectral measures of
unimodular Galton-Watson trees. We only recall the necessary notions, and refer to the compre-
hensive survey [Bor16] for more details on graph limits and their spectral theory.
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Figure 2: The set of pairs pc, qq satisfying the equation (1.5). The branch point pe, e´1q causes a
rupture of analyticity in the spectral mass at zero µcpt0uq, as c reaches e.
Spectral measures. Let G “ pV,Eq be a countable, locally finite graph. Its adjacency operator
A is a symmetric linear operator on the Hilbert space `2CpV q. The domain of A consists of all
finitely-supported vectors, and the action of A on the canonical basis pex : x P V q is given by
xex|A eyy “
#
1 if tx, yu P E
0 otherwise.
(1.7)
As long as A is essentially self-adjoint, the Spectral Theorem applies: the resolvent pA´ zq´1 is a
well-defined bounded operator for all z P CzR, and for every o P V , we have the representation
@z P CzR, xeo|pA´ zq´1eoy “
ż
R
1
λ´ z µpG,oqpdλq, (1.8)
for a unique probability measure µpG,oq on R, called the spectral measure of the rooted graph pG, oq.
This fundamental object will be central to our work. It may be thought of as the local contribution
of o to the spectrum of G. Indeed, when G is finite, there is an orthonormal basis of n “ |V |
eigenfunctions φ1, . . . , φn of A with respective eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λn, and we have the expression
µpG,oq “
nÿ
k“1
|φkpoq|2δλk . (1.9)
In particular, the empirical eigenvalue distribution µG :“ 1n
řn
k“1 δλk can be recovered from the
spectral measures pµpG,oq : o P V q by averaging over the choice of the root:
µG “ 1|V |
ÿ
oPV
µpG,oq. (1.10)
Of course, neither side of this identity makes sense when G is infinite. However, the framework of
local weak convergence enables us to pass to the “infinite-volume limit”, in an appropriate sense.
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Local weak convergence. Write G‹ for the space of locally finite, connected rooted graphs, consid-
ered up to root-preserving isomorphism. Make it complete and separable by letting the distance
between two rooted graphs be 1{p1`rq, where r is the largest integer such that the balls of radius r
around the root in the two graphs are isomorphic. Any finite graph naturally induces a probability
measure on G‹, via choosing a root uniformly at random and restricting to its connected component.
If pGnqně1 is a sequence of finite graphs, and if the sequence of probability measures thus induced
admits a weak limit L, then L is called the local weak limit of pGnqně1 [AS04, BS01]. In words, L
is the law of a random rooted graph pG, oq that describes what Gn asymptotically looks like when
seen from a uniformly chosen vertex.
This limiting object has been shown to capture a number of asymptotic properties of pGnqně1,
including the empirical eigenvalue distribution itself. More precisely, we always have
sup
λPR
|µGn pp´8, λsq ´ µL pp´8, λsq| ÝÝÝÑnÑ8 0, (1.11)
where µLp¨q :“ E
“
µpG,oqp¨q
‰
denotes the expected spectral measure under L1. This remarkable
continuity principle has a long history [BL10, ATV16, Bor16]. In short, it allows one to replace
the spectral analysis of sparse graphs by that of their local weak limits. Luckily, the latter turn
out to be much more convenient to work with than the finite graphs that they approximate. For
example, although they have many cycles, most sparse random graphs admit a local weak limit
that is supported on trees. Moreover, in many cases of interest, including the Erdo˝s-Renyi and
configuration models, the limit has a particularly simple recursive structure, which we now describe.
Unimodular Galton-Watson trees. Let pi “ ppikqkě0 be a probability distribution on N with finite,
non-zero mean. A unimodular Galton-Watson tree with degree distribution pi is a random rooted
tree obtained by a Galton-Watson branching process in which the root has offspring distribution pi
and all descendants have the size-biased offspring distribution ppi “ pppikqkě0 given by
ppik :“ pk ` 1qpik`1ř
i ipii
. (1.12)
The law of this random rooted tree plays a distinguished role in the theory and will be denoted by
UGWppiq. It arises as the local weak limit of uniform random graphs with prescribed degrees, when
the number of vertices tends to infinity while the empirical degree distribution tends to pi.
A simple example is random d´regular graphs, for which pi is just a Dirac mass at d: the
resulting tree is then the infinite d´regular rooted tree, whose spectral measure is the well-known
Kesten-McKay distribution [McK81], see Figure 3. Another important example is the Erdo˝s-Renyi
model with parameters as in (1.2), for which pi is the Poisson distribution with mean c. In that case,
we have ppi “ pi, so that UGWppiq is the law of the standard Poisson-Galton-Watson tree with mean
offspring c. Its expected spectral measure µUGWppiq is precisely the limit µc mentioned in Section
1.1. The striking difference in the spectra of these two models (see Figures 1 and 3) motivates the
following research program, to which the present paper is intended to contribute.
Problem 1 — Understand the regularity of µUGWppiq – in particular, the supports of its pure-point,
absolutely-continuous, and singular-continuous parts – as a function of the degree distribution pi.
1This definition implicitly relies on the (non-trivial) fact that the adjacency operator of a unimodular random
graph is essentially self-adjoint with probability 1, see [Bor16, Proposition 2.2] for a proof.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the eigenvalues of a uniform 3´regular random graph on 104 vertices (in
gray), and the limiting Kesten McKay density (in red).
State of the art. This relatively young line of research has already witnessed notable progress. A
comprehensive account, as well as a list of exciting conjectures, can be found in the introductory
survey [Bor16]. The pure-point part of the spectrum is now reasonably well understood. In par-
ticular, the work [BLS11] provides an explicit formula for the mass at zero, while [Sal15, Sal16]
investigate the locations of other atoms. Rigorous results on the support of the continuous part are
more limited. A remarkably general criterion by Bordenave, Sen and Vira´g [BSV17] guarantees the
presence of a non-trivial continuous part as soon as the Galton-Watson tree is super-critical. Unfor-
tunately, the result is existential in nature and can not be used to ensure the presence of extended
states at a given location. More precise information is available when pi is sufficiently close to a
Dirac mass, thanks to Keller [Kel12]. However, the method used there is intrinsically perturbative
and does not yield information for explicit choices of pi such as the Poisson distribution involved
in Conjecture 2. In the present paper, we provide explicit criteria for the presence or absence of
extended states at zero in the spectral measure µUGWppiq, for a general degree distribution pi.
1.3. Results
Throughout this section, we fix a probability measure pi on N with finite, non-zero mean, and
we let µ “ µUGWppiq denote the expected spectral measure of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree
with degree distribution pi. In the degenerate case where pi0 ` pi1 “ 1, our random tree is just an
isolated vertex with probability pi0 and an isolated edge with probability pi1, so its expected spectral
measure is µUGWppiq “ pi0δ0 ` pi12 δ´1 ` pi12 δ1, which trivially has no extended states anywhere. To
avoid degeneracies, we will henceforth always assume that
pi0 ` pi1 ă 1. (1.13)
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All our results will be expressed in terms of the degree generating series
ϕpzq :“
ÿ
kě0
pikz
k, pϕpzq :“ ÿ
kě0
ppikzk “ ϕ1pzq
ϕ1p1q . (1.14)
It was shown in [BLS11, Theorem 2] that µpt0uq “ maxM , where the function M : r0, 1s Ñ R is
given by
Mpzq :“ ϕpzq ` p1´ zqϕ1pzq ` ϕ p1´ pϕpzqq ´ 1. (1.15)
Our main finding is that the presence or absence of extended states at zero depends on the set
argmaxM :“ tz P r0, 1s : Mpzq “ maxMu . (1.16)
A quick differentiation shows that any z P argmaxM must satisfy
z “ 1´ pϕ p1´ pϕpzqq . (1.17)
Among the (possibly many) solutions to this fixed-point equation, the following one will play a
crucial role: we let z‹ P p0, 1q denote the unique point satisfying
z‹ “ 1´ pϕ pz‹q . (1.18)
It is easily checked that M 1pz‹q “ 0, and that M2pz‹q has the same sign as pϕ1pz‹q´1. The presence
or absence of extended states at zero in µ turns out to be dictated by the following two conditions:
(i) M achieves its maximum uniquely at z‹, i.e. argmaxM “ tz‹u.
(ii) M2pz‹q ‰ 0 (or equivalently, pϕ1pz‹q ‰ 1).
More precisely, our first main result states that (i) and (ii) characterize a strong square-integrability
property which, in particular, implies the absence of extended states at zero.
Theorem 2 (No extended states at zero) — The square-integrability propertyż
Rzt0u
1
λ2
µpdλq ă 8 (1.19)
holds if and only if (i) and (ii) are both satisfied. In particular, when this is the case, µ satisfies
µ pr´ε, εsq “ µ pt0uq ` opε2q, (1.20)
as εÑ 0, which is much stronger than the absence of extended states at zero.
Conversely, our second main result guarantees the existence of extended states at zero as soon
as (i) fails. Note that this only leaves aside the critical situation where (i) holds but (ii) fails, in
which case we do not know whether the measure µ has extended states at zero. We emphasize that
this situation is not generic, as it forces z ÞÑ pϕpzq ` z and z ÞÑ pϕ1pzq to reach 1 at the same point.
Theorem 3 (Extended states at zero) — If condition (i) fails, then µ has extended states at zero.
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We end this section by applying our results to the special case where pi is the Poisson distribution
with mean c, i.e. ϕpzq “ pϕpzq “ ecpz´1q. Under the change of variable q “ 1 ´ z, the fixed-point
equation (1.17) reduces to (1.5), whose solutions were represented on Figure 2. When c ď e,
the solution is unique, so condition (i) trivially holds. When c ą e, there are three solutions, and
condition (i) must fail because M2pz‹q ą 0. In fact, the double equality pϕ1pz‹q “ cecpz‹´1q “ cp1´z‹q
shows that M2pz‹q is negative, null or positive according to whether c is less than, equal to, or more
than e. Thus, Theorem 2 applies if and only if c ă e, and Theorem 3 applies if and only if c ą e.
This establishes Conjecture 2 and leaves aside the critical case c “ e, which remains open.
2. Main ingredients
In this section, we introduce the main ingredients of our proof. We start by reformulating the
problem of extended states at zero in terms of Stieltjes transforms, and then recall the well-known
recursion satisfied by the latter on rooted trees. We then combine this recursion with the Mass
Transport Principle to establish a new identity that will be crucial to our proof. We emphasize that
all results in this section apply to general trees. The special structure of unimodular Galton-Watson
trees will only enter the play in Section 3 below.
2.1. Stieltjes transform
The integral appearing in the definition (1.8) is known as the Stieltjes transform of the measure
µpG,oq. Here we will focus on the imaginary part of its restriction to the imaginary axis. More
precisely, given a finite Borel measure µ on R, we consider the observable s : p0,8q Ñ R defined by
sptq :“
ż
R
t
λ2 ` t2 µpdλq. (2.1)
The leading-order asymptotics of sptq as t Ñ 0 are directly related to the behavior of µ around 0.
In particular, the following two limits emerge naturally:
α :“ lim
tÑ0 Ó tsptq “ µ pt0uq , β :“ limtÑ0 Ò
sptq
t
“
ż
R
1
λ2
µpdλq. (2.2)
Note that we can not simultaneously have α ą 0 and β ă 8. To investigate the presence or absence
of extended states at zero, we first need to subtract the atom at zero from µ, i.e. consider the
measure µ‹ :“ µ´ αδ0 and its associated transform,
s‹ptq “ sptq ´ α
t
“
ż
Rzt0u
t
λ2 ` t2 µpdλq. (2.3)
We then have the following exact characterization of the absence of extended states at zero.
Lemma 4 (Characterization) — µ has no extended states at zero if and only if s‹ptq Ñ 0 as tÑ 0.
Proof. Fix t ą 0 and set It :“ r´t, tszt0u. Since tλ2`t2 ě 12t for all λ P It, we have
s‹ptq ě µ pItq
2t
.
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Thus, µ has no extended states at zero whenever s‹ptq Ñ 0. Conversely, observe that for any
ε, t ą 0, we have by Fubini’s Theoremż
Iε
t
λ2 ` t2 µpdλq “
ż 8
0
2tu
pt2 ` u2q2 µ pIε^uq du.
On the other hand, the same identity with the measure µ replaced by Lebesgue’s measure gives
arctan
´ε
t
¯
“
ż 8
0
2tu
pt2 ` u2q2 pε^ uqdu.
Comparing these two lines, we deduce thatż
Iε
t
λ2 ` t2 µpdλq ď supuPp0,εq
"
µpIuq
u
*
arctan
´ε
t
¯
.
Since arctan p¨q ď pi2 , and since tλ2`t2 ď tε2 for all λ R Iε, we conclude that
s‹ptq ď t
ε2
` pi
2
sup
uPp0,εq
"
µpIuq
u
*
.
Sending tÑ 0 and then εÑ 0 shows that s‹ptq Ñ 0 whenever µ has no extended states at zero.
This lemma reduces the absence of extended states at zero to the condition s‹ptq “ op1q as
tÑ 0. Moreover, the square-integrability property (1.19) can be rephrased as β‹ ă 8, where
β‹ :“ lim
tÑ0 Ò
s‹ptq
t
“
ż
Rzt0u
1
λ2
µpdλq. (2.4)
Thus, our two main theorems will follow from a careful analysis of s‹ptq as t Ñ 0, when µ is the
expected spectral measure of a unimodular Galton-Watson tree. The starting point of this analysis
is a well-known local recursion satisfied by spectral measures of rooted trees.
2.2. Local recursion
As many graph-theoretical quantities, spectral measures admit a recursive structure when evaluated
on trees. Fix a tree T “ pV,Eq whose adjacency operator is self-adjoint, and let o P V be an
arbitrary vertex. We write Bo “ tx P V : tx, ou P Eu for the set of its neighbours, and degpoq “ |Bo|
for its degree. Deleting o splits T into degpoq disjoint subtrees which will naturally be denoted by
pTxÑo : x P Boq. We let so, s‹o, αo, βo, β‹o be the objects s, s‹, α, β, β‹ defined above when the general
measure µ is taken to be the spectral measure µpT,oq. Similarly, we let sxÑo, s‹xÑo, αxÑo, βxÑo, β‹xÑo
correspond to the choice µ “ µpTxÑo,xq. We then have the following elementary but fundamental
relation (see, e.g., [BLS11] for a proof): for all t P p0,8q,
soptq “ 1
t`řxPBo sxÑoptq . (2.5)
In particular, multiplying or dividing both sides by t and sending tÑ 0 yields
αo “ 1
1`řxPBo βxÑo ; (2.6)
βo “ 1ř
xPBo αxÑo
. (2.7)
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In view of these identities, it is natural to decompose the degree as degpoq “ No` `No´ `N‹o where
No` :“
ÿ
xPBo
1pαxÑoą0q, No´ :“
ÿ
xPBo
1pβxÑoă8q, N
‹
o :“
ÿ
xPBo
1pαxÑo“0,βxÑo“8q. (2.8)
It then readily follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that
αo ą 0 ðñ No` “ N‹o “ 0 (2.9)
βo ă 8 ðñ No` ě 1 (2.10)
pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q ðñ
`
No` “ 0,N‹o ě 1
˘
. (2.11)
Of course, the recursion (2.5) also applies to the tree ToÑy (for any y P Bo), yielding
soÑyptq “ 1
t`řxPBoztyu sxÑoptq ; (2.12)
αoÑy “ 1
1`řxPBoztyu βxÑo ; (2.13)
βoÑy “ 1ř
xPBoztyu αxÑo
. (2.14)
These recursions will play a crucial role in our analysis.
2.3. Mass Transport Principle
The second-order quantity β‹o is a priori much harder to analyze than its first-order counterpart
βo, as we have to remove the singularity caused by the atom at zero. To overcome this difficulty,
we will exploit a powerful identity known as the Mass Transport Principle (see, e.g., [AL07]): any
random rooted graph pG, oq whose law is the local weak limit of some sequence of finite graphs is
unimodular, in the sense that it satisfies the distributional symmetry
E
»– ÿ
xPV pGq
fpG, o, xq
fifl “ E
»– ÿ
xPV pGq
fpG, x, oq
fifl , (2.15)
for any Borel-measurable function f : G‹‹ Ñ r0,8s, where G‹‹ denotes the natural analogue of G‹ for
doubly-rooted graphs. At an intuitive level, this identity expresses the fact that the root is “equally
likely” to be any vertex (even though the underlying graph is possibly infinite). Here we use this
spatial stationarity to prove the following key formula, which expresses Erβ‹o s in terms of βo only.
Proposition 5 (Getting rid of the atom at zero) — For any unimodular random tree pT, oq,
Erβ‹o s “ E
“
1pαo“0qβo
‰`E ”1pNo` ě2qβoı`E „1pNo` ě2q
ř
xPBo βxÑo1pαxÑo“0qř
xPBo αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q

. (2.16)
Proof. Fix t P p0,8q and y P Bo. Combining (2.5) and (2.12), we have
soptq “
ˆ
1
soÑyptq ` syÑoptq
˙´1
. (2.17)
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Multiplying by syÑoptq clearly makes the right-hand side symmetric in o and y, and hence
soptqsyÑoptq “ syptqsoÑyptq. (2.18)
Summing over all y P Bo and using again (2.5), we obtain
1´ tsoptq “
ÿ
yPBo
syptqsoÑyptq. (2.19)
On the other hand, it easily follows from (2.6),(2.13) and (2.14) that for any y P Bo, we have
αo ą 0 ðñ
`
αoÑy ą 0 and Ny` ě 2
˘
. (2.20)
Combining this with (2.19), we deduce that
p1´ tsoptqq1pαoą0q “
ÿ
yPBo
syptqsoÑyptq1pαoÑyą0q1pNy` ě2q. (2.21)
We may now take expectation and use unimodularity to obtain
E
“p1´ tsoptqq1pαoą0q‰ “ E
«
1pNo` ě2qsoptq
ÿ
yPBo
syÑoptq1pαyÑoą0q
ff
. (2.22)
Letting tÑ 0 and using tNo` ě 2u Ď tβo ă 8u for the right-hand side, we obtain
E
“p1´ αoq1pαoą0q‰ “ E
«
1pNo` ě2qβo
ÿ
yPBo
αyÑo
ff
“ P `No` ě 2˘
“ E
«
1pNo` ě2qsoptq
˜
t`
ÿ
yPBo
syÑoptq
¸ff
,
where the second line follows from (2.7) and the third from (2.5). Substracting (2.22), we arrive at
E
“ptsoptq ´ αoq1pαoą0q‰ “ E
«
1pNo` ě2qsoptq
˜
t`
ÿ
yPBo
syÑoptq1pαyÑo“0q
¸ff
. (2.23)
Dividing through by t2 and sending tÑ 0 yields
Erβ‹o1pαoą0qs “ E
«
1pNo` ě2qβo
˜
1`
ÿ
xPBo
βxÑo1pαxÑo“0q
¸ff
. (2.24)
On the other hand, on the event tαo “ 0u, we have β‹o “ βo, which concludes the proof.
3. Unimodular Galton-Watson trees
The above results were valid for any unimodular random tree. We now consider the special case of
unimodular Galton-Watson trees, and exploit their self-similar nature to turn the above recursions
into distributional fixed-point equations that will be amenable to analysis.
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3.1. Distributional fixed-point equations
From now on, we fix a degree distribution pi as in Section 1.3, and we equip the space of rooted
trees pT, oq with two different probability measures: we reserve the letter P for the unimodular law
UGWppiq, and use pP to denote the homogeneous Galton-Watson law with offspring distribution ppi.
We naturally use E and pE to denote the corresponding expectations. Thus, the distribution of the
root-degree degpoq is pi under P and ppi under pP and in both cases, conditionally on degpoq, the
subtrees pTxÑo, x P Boq are i.i.d. homogeneous Galton-Watson trees with offspring distribution ppi.
In particular, the recursion (2.5) takes the following simple distributional form.
Corollary 6 (Distributional structure) — Under both P and pP, the conditional law of pNo` ,No´ ,N‹oq
given degpoq is Multinomial with parameters degpoq and
´pPpαo ą 0q, pPpβo ă 8q, pPpαo “ 0, βo “ 8q¯.
Moreover, conditionally on pNo` ,No´ ,N‹oq, the random sumsÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq1pαxÑoą0q,
ÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq1pαxÑoă8q,
ÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq1pαxÑo“0,βxÑo“8q
are independent, the first (resp. second, resp. third) being distributed as a sum of No` (resp. No´ ,
resp. N‹o) i.i.d. random variables with law pP psoptq P ¨|αo ą 0q (resp. pP psoptq P ¨|βo ă 8q, resp.pP psoptq P ¨|αo “ 0, βo “ 8q).
We shall use this fact (and its t Ñ 0 counterparts) repeatedly below, without notice. For
example, an immediate consequence of this and (2.9)-(2.10) is that
Ppαo ą 0q “ ϕ
´pPpβo ă 8q¯ , Ppβo “ 8q “ ϕ´pPpαo “ 0q¯ , (3.1)pPpαo ą 0q “ pϕ´pPpβo ă 8q¯ , pPpβo “ 8q “ pϕ´pPpαo “ 0q¯ , (3.2)
where we recall that ϕ and pϕ are the generating series of pi and ppi respectively. In particular, the
number z “ pPpαo “ 0q must solve the fixed-point equation (1.17). In fact, pPpαo “ 0q was shown in
[BLS11] to coincide with the last point at which the function M achieves its maximum, i.e.
pPpαo “ 0q “ max pargmaxMq . (3.3)
With this characterization in hands, we may reformulate our main assumption (i) as follows.
Lemma 7 (Reformulation of assumption (i)) — The following conditions are equivalent.
1. argmaxM “ tz‹u;
2. pPpαo “ 0q “ z‹;
3. P pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q “ 0;
4. pP pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q “ 0.
Proof. Set z :“ pPpαo “ 0q. Since tαo ą 0u Ď tβo “ 8u, we always have
P pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q “ P pβo “ 8q ´P pαo ą 0q
“ ϕ pzq ´ ϕ p1´ pϕpzqq .
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where the second line follows from (3.1). Similarly,pP pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q “ pϕ pzq ´ pϕ p1´ pϕpzqq .
From these equalities and the fact that ϕ, pϕ are increasing, we immediately deduce that the condi-
tions (2),(3) and (4) are equivalent. Moreover, it is clear from (3.3) that (1) implies (2). To see that
(2) implies (1), recall that any point z P argmaxM must satisfy the fixed-point equation (1.17),
and that the latter implies Mp1´ pϕpzqq “Mpzq. Thus, the set argmaxM is stable under the map
z ÞÑ 1´ pϕpzq, and so it can not intersect pz‹, 1s without also intersecting r0, z‹q.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we prove Theorem 2, namely, that (i) and (ii) are necessary and sufficient for
Erβ‹o s ă 8. The necessity of (i) is easy: if (i) fails, then P pαo “ 0, βo “ 8q ą 0 by Lemma 7, and
so the first term on the right-hand side of (2.16) is already infinite. We will thus henceforth assume
that (i) holds. By Lemma 7, this ensures thatpPpαo “ 0q “ pPpβo ă 8q “ z‹. (3.4)
Let us note here for future use that, in view of Corollary 6, we now have
P
`
No` “ 1
˘ “ ÿ
ně1
npinz
n´1‹ p1´ z‹q “ p1´ z‹qϕ1pz‹q “ p1´ z‹q2ϕ1p1q (3.5)
pP `No` “ 1˘ “ ÿ
ně1
nppinzn´1‹ p1´ z‹q “ p1´ z‹qpϕ1pz‹q (3.6)
pE “No´ ˇˇNo` “ N‹o “ 0‰ “ 11´ z‹
8ÿ
n“0
nppinzn‹ “ z‹ pϕ1pz‹q1´ z‹ . (3.7)
Our first task consists in reducing the finiteness of E rβ‹o s to that of pE ” 1αo ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı.
Lemma 8 (Reduction) — Under (i), we have E rβ‹o s ă 8 if and only if pE ” 1αo ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı ă 8.
Proof of the “only if” part. Since tNo` “ 1u Ď tαo “ 0u Ď tβ‹o “ βou, we have
E rβ‹o s ě E
”
βo1pNo` “1q
ı
“ E
„
1ř
xPBo αxÑo
1pNo` “1q

“ E
„
1ř
xPBo αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q
1pNo` “1q

“ P `No` “ 1˘ pE „ 1αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

.
This is enough to conclude, since P pNo` “ 1q ą 0, by (3.5).
Proof of the “if” part. Let us now assume that pE ” 1αo ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı ă 8, and verify that each term on
the right-hand side of Formula (2.16) is finite. For the first term, we write
E
“
1pαo“0qβo
‰ “ E “1pβoă8qβo‰
“ E
„
1pNo` ě1q
1ř
xPBo αxÑo

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where the first line follows from Lemma 7, and the second from (2.7) and (2.10). Now, conditionally
on No` , the random variable
ř
xPBo αxÑo “
ř
xPBo αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q is distributed as the sum of No`
i.i.d. random variables with law pP pαo P ¨|αo ą 0q. Keeping only one of them yields
E
“
1pαo“0qβo
‰ ď P `No` ě 1˘ pE „ 1αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

, (3.8)
which is finite. The second term is less than the first because tNo` ě 2u Ď tαo “ 0u. For the third
one, we observe the following: conditionally on No` and No´ `N‹o, the two random variablesÿ
xPBo
αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q and
ÿ
xPBo
βxÑo1pαxÑo“0q,
are independent, the first being distributed as a sum of No` i.i.d. random variables with lawpP pαo P ¨|αo ą 0q, and the second as a sum ofN‹o`No´ i.i.d. random variables with law pP pβo P ¨|αo “ 0q.
Keeping only one of the No` i.i.d. random variables in the first sum, we obtain
E
„
1pNo` ě2q
ř
xPBo βxÑo1pαxÑo“0qř
xPBo αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q

ď pE „ 1
αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

E
”
1pNo` ě2qpNo´ `N‹oq
ı pE rβo|αo “ 0s .
The product on the right-hand side consists of three terms. The first is finite by assumption. The
second is less than the expected degree at the root of our unimodular Galton-Watson tree, which is
also finite. Finally, the inequality (3.8) with P replaced by pP shows that the third term is finite.
Since our running assumption (i) forces M2pz‹q ď 0, the condition (ii) becomes M2pz‹q ă 0 or
equivalently, pϕ1pz‹q ă 1. To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it therefore only remains to show
that pE ” 1αo ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı ă 8 if and only if pϕ1pz‹q ă 1, which we now do.
Lemma 9 — Under assumption (i), pE ” 1αo ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı ă 8 if and only if pϕ1pz‹q ă 1.
Proof of the “only if” part. On the one hand, using (2.6) and (2.9), we have
pE „ 1
αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

“ 1` pE« ÿ
xPBo
βxÑo
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇαo ą 0
ff
“ 1` pE« ÿ
xPBo
βxÑo1pβxÑoă8q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇNo` “ N‹o “ 0
ff
“ 1` pE “No´ ˇˇNo` “ N‹o “ 0‰ pE rβo|βo ă 8s
“ 1` pϕ1pz‹q
1´ z‹
pE “βo1pβoă8q‰ ,
where the last line uses (3.7) and (3.4). On the other hand, using (2.7), we have
pE ”βo1pNo` “1qı “ pE „ 1ř
xPBo αxÑo
1pNo` “1q

“ pE „ 1ř
xPBo αxÑo1pαxÑoą0q
1pNo` “1q

“ pP `No` “ 1˘ pE „ 1αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

“ p1´ z‹qpϕ1pz‹qpE „ 1
αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

,
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where the third line uses Corollary 6 and the last line uses (3.6). Since tNo` “ 1u Ď tβo ă 8u, we
deduce from these two facts that
pE „ 1
αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

ě 1` `pϕ1pz‹q˘2 pE „ 1
αo
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

.
The desired conclusion now clearly follows.
Proof of the “if” part. Fix t ą 0, and observe that by (2.5) and (2.9),
pE „ 1
tsoptq
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

“ pE«1` ÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇαo ą 0
ff
(3.9)
“ 1` pE« ÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq
t
1pβxÑoă8q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇNo` “ N‹o “ 0
ff
(3.10)
“ 1` pE “No´ ˇˇNo` “ N‹o “ 0‰ pE „ soptqt
ˇˇˇˇ
βo ă 8

(3.11)
“ 1` z‹ pϕ1pz‹q
1´ z‹
pE „ soptq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
βo ă 8

(3.12)
where the last line uses (3.7). On the other hand, using (2.5) and (2.10), we have
pE „ soptq
t
ˇˇˇˇ
βo ă 8

“ pE
»–˜ÿ
xPBo
tsxÑoptq
¸´1 ˇˇˇˇˇˇNo` ě 1
fifl
ď pE
»–˜ÿ
xPBo
tsxÑoptq1pαxÑoą0q
¸´1 ˇˇˇˇˇˇNo` ě 1
fifl . (3.13)
Conditionally on No` , the integrand on the right-hand side is distributed as the reciprocal of the
sum of No` i.i.d. random variables with law
pP p tsoptq P ¨|αo ą 0q. To exploit this i.i.d. structure,
we transform the reciprocal p¨q´1 into a power via the trivial identity
r´1 “
ż 1
0
zr´1 dz,
valid for any r ą 0. With r “ řxPBo tsxÑoptq1pαxÑoą0q, we obtain
pE
»–˜ÿ
xPBo
tsxÑoptq1pαxÑoą0q
¸´1 ˇˇˇˇˇˇNo` ě 1
fifl “ ż 1
0
pE ”zřxPBo tsxÑoptq1pαxÑoą0q ˇˇˇNo` ě 1ı dzz
“
8ÿ
n“1
pP `No` “ n|No` ě 1˘ ż 1
0
´pE ”ztsoptq ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı¯n dz
z
.
We now fix some ε P p0, 1q and n ě 1, and estimate the integral on the right-hand side by splitting
it into two parts: for z P pε, 1q, we use the crude bound pE “ztsoptq ˇˇαo ą 0‰ ď 1 to obtainż 1
ε
´pE ”ztsoptq ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı¯n dz
z
ď ln
ˆ
1
ε
˙
.
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For z P p0, εq, we use the observation that ztsoptq ď εαo to writeż ε
0
´pE ”ztsoptq ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı¯n dz
z
ď pE rεαo |αo ą 0sn´1 ż ε
0
pE ”ztsoptq ˇˇˇαo ą 0ı dz
z
ď pE rεαo |αo ą 0sn´1 pE „ 1
tsoptq
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

.
Inserting these estimates into the above series and recalling (3.9)-(3.13), we arrive at
pE „ 1
tsoptq
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

ď 1` z‹ pϕ1pz‹q
1´ z‹
ˆ
log
ˆ
1
ε
˙
` Φ
´pE rεαo |αo ą 0s¯ pE „ 1
tsoptq
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0
˙
, (3.14)
where we have introduced the short-hand
Φpuq “ pE ”uNo` ´1 ˇˇˇNo` ě 1ı “ 8ÿ
n“0
pP `No` “ n` 1|No` ě 1˘un.
Now, observe that
Φp0q “ pP pNo` “ 1qpP `No` ě 1˘ “ 1´ z‹z‹ pϕ1pz‹q,
where we have used (2.10), (3.4) and (3.6). By continuity of Φ, we deduce that
z‹ pϕ1pz‹q
1´ z‹ Φ
´pE rεαo |αo ą 0s¯ ÝÝÝÑ
εÑ0
`pϕ1pz‹q˘2 .
If pϕ1pz‹q ă 1, we can choose ε ą 0 so that z‹ pϕ1pz‹q1´z‹ Φ´pE rεαo |αo ą 0s¯ ă 1 and rewrite (3.14) as
pE „ 1
tsoptq
ˇˇˇˇ
αo ą 0

ď 1`
z‹ pϕ1pz‹q
1´z‹ log
`
1
ε
˘
1´ z‹ pϕ1pz‹q1´z‹ Φ
´pE rεαo |αo ą 0s¯ .
The right-hand side is finite and independent of t, so letting tÑ 0 concludes the proof.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3
We use the following Lemma, whose proof is trivial once we observe that a sequence of non-negative
random variables pXnqně1 tends to 8 in probability if and only if Erexpp´Xnqs ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0.
Lemma 10 — Let k ě 1 be a fixed integer, and let pXp1qn qně1, . . . , pXpkqn qně1 be k i.i.d. copies
of an arbitrary sequence pXnqně1 of non-negative random variables. Then the sequence pYnqně1
defined by Yn :“ Xp1qn ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xpkqn tends to 8 in probability if and only if pXnqně1 does.
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that condition (i) fails. By Lemma 7, this means that the event
E :“ tαo “ 0, βo “ 8u “ tNo` “ 0,N‹o ě 1u
has positive probability under P and pP. On this event, the recursion (2.5) can be rewritten as
s‹optq “
˜
t`
ÿ
xPBo
sxÑoptq1pβxÑoă8q `
ÿ
xPBo
s‹xÑoptq1pαxÑo“0,βxÑo“8q
¸´1
.
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The first sum on the right-hand side tends to 0 as t Ñ 0 by definition of βxÑo. On the other
hand, by Corollary 6, conditionally on N‹o, the second sum is distributed as the sum of N‹o i.i.d.
variables with law pP ps‹o P ¨|Eq. We emphasize that this statement is valid under both P and pP (only
the distribution of N‹o differ). Applying Lemma 10 to both situations, we deduce that along any
deterministic sequence ptnqně1 of positive numbers with tn Ñ 0 as nÑ8, the following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) s‹optnq ÝÝÝÑnÑ8 0 in probability under Pp¨|Eq;
(b) s‹optnq ÝÝÝÑnÑ8 8 in probability under pP p¨|Eq;
(c) s‹optnq ÝÝÝÑnÑ8 0 in probability under pP p¨|Eq.
Of course, (b) and (c) are incompatible, and so (a) can never hold. In particular, this rules out the
possibility that Ers‹optnqs Ñ 0 as nÑ8, and since ptnqně1 is arbitrary, we conclude that
lim inf
tÑ0`
E rs‹optqs ą 0. (3.15)
By Lemma 4, this is more than enough to ensure that µUGWppiq has extended states at zero.
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